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At a recent convention of the
0
California Music Educators Association, I was invited to give a lecture-demonstration on the bassoon.
My first point emphasized that one
does not expect to find a double
reed instrument of superb quality
in quantity anywhere, least of all
in a public school. Most of those in
use would discourage a professional, let alone a beginner. The
frustrating fact is that they are inconsistent in scale, tone, and resistance. The bassoonist has indeed
inherited more than his share of
problems with an imperfect instrument, reed and crook, so it is not
likely that the concealed and mysterious "bore"of his instrument will
appear to him as a factor he can
know something about, much less
do something about.
I was once able to investigate
this phenomenon in an elementary
way, that revealed both the seat of
the problem and the solution. With
the approaching convention, what
could be more appropriate than to
continue this research and have
something of value to report. That
investigation began when a new
Heckel bassoon arrived from Germany. My colleagues and I were
invited to try it out. Bringing our
own bassoons along with our best
reeds and crooks, I suggested we
interchange the various "joints" of
our bassoons with the "joints" of
the new bassoon. With all the bassoons, at least four or five of them,
we were able to try many combinations of interchange. Since there
was a trace of resistance in the new
bassoon, we were able to isolate
it, and found it was in the wing
joint. We knew our wing joints
were superior, but did not know
why. I felt the difference between
good and bad wing joints could be
found in the measurements of the
bores and I posed the following
questions: (a) Is the bore strictly
conical from end to end? (b) Is
there deviation in conicalness? If
so, where? (c) Is there similarity in
the measurements of good wing
joints? Many inquiries later the first
helpful suggestion came from William Lym, a fellow musician, oboist, and oboe manufacturer. He said
simply, "Weld a penny to a welding
rod, and you find you have an inexpensive gauge." The method would
be to insert the penny into the bore,
and use a micrometer to measure it.
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The penny would have to be filed
to a succession of narrower diameters to penetrate the bore completely from wide to narrow.
Micrometer readings then could be
recorded at every measured depth
of penetration. I tried Lym's
method, and found it to be effective and most promising, but the
filing was tedious and too inconvenient to repeat often.
For the purpose of this lecture,
I wanted to use more precise tools
and above all I wanted to measure
the bores of selected bassoons, including one excellent and one poor
for control. I knew existing tools
would have to be modified and
above all the technique of measuring would have to be practiced
to acquire facility and consistent
readings. Adapting extension rods
to machinist telescoping gauges
proved not too difficult, and the
result was an effective tool that was
both accurate and simple to use.
With the lecture deadline drawing near, it was now time to put
these tools to practical use. From
my colleagues, some bassoons of
known performance qualities were
brought together for measuring. To
answer the above three questions,
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I selected three excellent bassoons,
several average bassoons and two
comparative failures. As I had anticipated, the figures of the bore
measurements were consistent with
the performance qualities. The two
best wing joints had similar figures
throughout the length of the bore,
while the two poorest wing joints
showed not only deviant figures,
but a deviation in figures one from
the other as their performance
qualities would attest to. A rather
consistent conicalness was indicated in the better joints. A difference of one or two thousandths of
an inch did not prove to be critical.
In fact, it is not easy to measure
closer than one thousandth of an
inch, particularly in a bore that is
out of round, and they all are. Differences of four-, five-, six-, or even
seven-thousandths mean different
playing characteristics, and particularly so when those differences
run consecutively over a length
of several inches or more. The first
figures of significance proved to be
undersized in the center section of
a bore that played with resistance
or restriction. The second figures
were oversized and increasingly so
in the lower third of a bore that
played E, D#, and CS, in the bass
clef, with instability. The slightest
crescendo toward a fortissimo
would bring about a collapse of
these notes, described in another
way as flatting with both quality
change and decrease in dynamic.
Encouraged by these findings, I
prepared a comparison chart of
bores for visual display. Along with
my bassoon, my lecture table included two telescopic gauges with
extension rods, a micrometer, two
extra wing joints, one excellent,
one poor, and of course the usual
reed profiles and dial indicator.
Needless to say, with all these eyecatching implements, it was necessary to demonstrate their use as
well as to review the research.
Far from being an idealistic
dream, if the relatively simple technique of measuring bores becomes
the regular tool of the interested
bassoonist, say at least as regular
as the dial indicator has become,
bassoon manufacturers the world
over would have no choice but to
recognize some pretty enlightened
requests. It would be well to emulate our colleagues of the French
horn. Notice their experiments with

leader pipes. The same principle is
involved.
To be realistic, however, I predicted that if a manufacturer would
reexamine bore measurements seriously, he could solve the hitherto
unsolved problem-how to make an
American bassoon that would be
both successful and widely used.
I also predicted that a successful
side business might come into being
by supplying wing joints as replacements for the multitude of ailing bassoons throughout the country.
Sitting in the audience was a
well-known American bassoon manufacturer, who approached me following the lecture with a challenge
to test my figures and my interpretation of them by actually altering the bore of a wing joint of one
of his bassoons. He was surprised
when I told him that one of the
bores I had discussed in the lecture
was actually his. I superimposed
the graph of his "bore"on the graph
of an excellent bore. It showed a
deviation in the lower third, and it
was of noticeably smaller dimensions. The term "choke" was probably more applicable. In performance this wing joint offered too
much resistance, or not enough tone
for the amount of energy required.
The following night he came to
my home, bringing several of his
own bassoons. We began testing.
First I performed on the instrument, then I replaced the wing
joint with one of the "excellent"
ones. With his back to me, the
manufacturer picked the combination that was most pleasing to him.
In each case it was the combination
that included my wing joint. In all
fairness I must state that, as a
whole, his instruments were carefully made, having clean-cut finger
holes. They were clean to the point
of appearing polished. The keys
were strong and carefully cast. The
scale was good, with all the tones
having an even quality, in spite of
resistance in some. I considered
these qualities a healthy base to
start from.
The test was proof enough for
both of us. Obviously, reaming
would be the simple economic test
solution. The manufacturer said he
would take this information back
to his engineers, and together they
would reexamine their "bore" dimensions.

Within two weeks an altered bassoon arrived. From the very first
note it was obvious that this was
not the same instrument. Only the
serial number remained the same.
I called upon my colleagues to
make the test with me. We were in
complete agreement that the instrument had a stronger tone throughout its range, with less energy required to produce it. There was,
however, still a trace of resistance
in the lower range. I could only
conclude that it was due to a similar
restriction in the "butt"joint. Again,
as with the wing joint, I found
"choke" in the lined bore of the
The author is nationally known for
his research on the bassoon. This
article is reprinted from the Winter
1966 issue of the National Association
of College Wind and Percussion Instructors (NACWPI)Bulletin.

butt joint. Since further reaming
was indicated, the instrument was
sent back to the factory with recommended bore changes.
Within two weeks, the same instrument with alterations arrived.
Again I asked my colleagues to
make the test with me. This time
there was total improvement. The
entire scale was now without a
trace of the muffling resistance, and
some of the notes previously showing a slight instability were now
centered.
Because measuring is comparatively simple, certainly easier than
making a good double reed, I cannot recommend too strongly to my
colleagues to investigate the methods of precise measuring. In any
case, the services of a qualified
machinist, though seldom called
upon for this type of work for anybody but a manufacturer, could be
secured at a reasonable cost. To
be able to communicate in the
language of precise measuring,
would in my opinion bring a new
and mutually beneficial relationship
between the performer and the
manufacturer. Many, many generations have passed since the performer needed to know something
about making a musical instrument,
and the total surrender of this responsibility to the manufacturer,
while attractive and desirable, need
not have been so totally, even
desperately necessary. Our happy,
know-nothing period is too full of
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unhappy seams. Moreover, it need
not and, I predict, will not continue.
In terms of measurement, for example, the bore of the crook shoulder of the wing joint is over onethird of an inch, specifically three
hundred and fifty thousandths
(.350) of an inch. A typically good
bore will increase in measurement,
graduating consistently fourteen
and four-tenth thousandths (.0144)
per inch throughout the nineteen
inches of the bore to where the
final opening measures six hundred
and twenty thousandths (.620).
Since every conceivable influence
conspires to prevent or distort a
pure round conical bore, it might
be well to mention a few of them.
In the first place, no two machinists
can ream exactly alike. Furthermore, no one machinist can duplicate precisely his original feat of
reaming. Even the black plastic
bore liners that are cemented into
our wooden wing joints are subject
to a multitude of variants. The plastic compound itself can vary and
produce different results, and the
parting agents and the method of
parting are subject to variance.
The boring in the wooden wing to
receive the liner introduces yet a
new control problem. The very
grain of wood conspires to prevent
consistency. Wood that "gives in"
to a cutting tool momentarily will
spring back after the cutter has
passed, be it ever so slightly; therefore, any irregularities in wooden
bore will be transferred to the lining when it is cemented in place.
After the finger holes have been
drilled into the wood and through
the lining, a new and dominant situation will come into play to destroy
roundness, because restricting influences are suddenly relieved. Finally, the mass of wood itself, as it is
formed in the wing joint, is piled
thick in some dimensions and thin
in others, the heavier massed areas
tending to restrict or contain the
bore, while thin areas tend to release the bore to a "bulge." Hence
an overall out-of-round or eggshape bore is the rule rather than
the exception. The technique of
measuring will then require practice to adequately judge averages.
The oversize and undersize must be
added and divided by two to
estimate the original bore conception.
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